Latest News and Videos from German Pyramids rsp Cairns
K. Walter Haug
Readers of this forum know my articles giving attention to the astonishing fact that there are
pyramids in Germany, mainly in quarries.
In the beginning the monuments to be discovered were inherently large, larger tha the biggest cairns
in Europe. But after Dr. Semir Osmanagich found the Bosnian pyramids it was logical that much
bigger buildings were awaiting us. The „Drei Kaiserberge“ (three cesar mountains) near Göppingen
in Baden-Württemberg emerged to be monuments even bigger than the Cheops pyramid, only
comparable in size with the Bosnian. They have not the shape of typical Pharaon pyramids but
posseses forms each of it unique but assimilible to monuments which are known from German
bronze-age mounds, Etruscian mounds or, in case of the Rechberg, even a structure which is
currently located in the dessert of Egypt – a triangle which sides are bent inward. You can see the
pictures on our homepage http://www.megalith-pyramiden.de/AA-001%200A%20Drei
%20Kaiserberge.html. The texts are regrettably available only in German language.
We are not able to take advantages in ascertaining this enormous buildings, of which one, the
Stuifen, has a length of more than one kilometer. Our funds are only adequate to hire a power
shovel to divest the lower step-pyramids of its covering. Now we are preoccupied with the
„Zwerchhälde“, a more than 20 m high monument inmidst a large quarry near the village
Sternenfels 40 kilometers East of Karlsruhe.
The massive stone-building on the 3rd level has a cubic expansion of >20 m height, broadth ~60 m,
length ~80 m. Only the east-side is under excavation.

Not less than three diviner gave us a hint where to start the excavation for a portal to the geoelectrical measured burial chamber in the centre, which seem to be at least 5 m high. But what we
found in August 2011 was only a high wall of boulders and flagstones, partly collapsed, the so far
obvioust part of a rootedly built up monument completely made of stone. You can watch a video of
it on http://www.bruchsal.org/story/abraumhalden-oder-stufenpyramiden
A mysterious block appeared on the original ground in front of the pyramid. It is covered with
chissel-marks which obviously are forming some kind of diagonal patterns on the top. Very few of
it seem to be Runes like the SIG, the UR and the MAN. The original bottom consists of a 2 m deep
deposit of mixed loam and rubble. The whole volume of it could be the carload of maybe 1000
oxcarts

This block looks very like the Stone of Scone, the legendaray coronation stone of the Scotish
Kings.Both are made of sandstone and have equal proportions. In Sternenfels it is said that under
the Burghälde an unknown cesar (Kaiser) was buried. This three-stepped mound is pictured on
http://www.european-pyramids.eu/wb/pages/european-pyramids/germany/sternenfels.php

The next digging in a opposite corner of the quarry walls brought another low dry-wall and a small
staircase to light. This circa 15 m broad building is quite mysterious. We don´t know which purpose
it had. But it could be some kind of an altar, because similar tall and cubic celtic altars were found
on the Balkans.

The digging of March 2012 at the farthest east-side of the monument was a big surprise. It
presented us a real menhir. It has a height of 1,7 m and a weight of 0,64 tons. Such a rectangular
and tall stone is known from a mountain called devils hill circa 20 km far away nearby
Hohenhaslach. The menhir is asociated with two other rectangular blocks, one very similiar to the
first found block.

Our excavation on June of 2012 dicovered a complete staircase with serpentine ascending steps
completely constructed without morture, the eldest architecture of the world.
http://www.bruchsal.org/story/grabungen-gehen-weiter%20 . We are working only at the lower parts
of the building in a height of maybe 7 m and have found only vertical walls partly collapsed. But
the whole monument is more than 20 m high and accumulations are visible on the top of the walls,
which means that there must be some buried steps within the slope. The aim of the steps is
uncertain, but there are so many sediments, that a platform or building step seems to be possible.

Another part of the surrounding wall were opened and a flat form of staircase appeared which leads
to a bricked block on it. Behind it a more than 5 m high wall upraises. This wall now is not straight
but rounded. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Baaj6aw2R3E

The high wall on the left side of the flat staircase appeared during the following diggings by hand.

Our next excavation shall follow the rounded wall directly to the quarry wall. Maybe we finally
have the fortune to find the portal. That´snot unlikely because on the middle level of the 250 m long
area a passage in L-form begins very near the quarry wall, too (see the map). This passage is
unroofed and digged up to a walll height of circa 1,2 m.
You will find more links to videos of cairns in the regions Kraichgau and Zabergäu on
http://www.megalith-pyramiden.de/AA-000-AA-Inforportal-AKTUELL.html
If you like to support our efforts to find out the truth of our to a large extent unknown prehistory,
you can donate us.
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